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The International Chopin & Friends Festival in New York showcases innova-
tive artists who emulate Chopin in uniting the traditional and the modern, the 
young and the mature, the national and the universal, and all the art forms. 
New York Dance & Arts Innovations, Inc. (NYDAI) is the founding sponsor of 
this popular fall celebration.

XVI International Chopin & 
Friends Festival
October 25 - November 14, 2014

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

Marian Żak,  President and Artistic Director

Suzanne K.  Walther,  Ph.D.,  Vice-President

Arri Sendzimir,  Vice-President

Przemysław Moskal, Ph.D.,   Vice-President

Eric Walther,  Ph.D.,  Treasurer

THE XVI INTERNATIONAL CHOPIN & FRIENDS FESTIVAL

In the light of the continued unrest in the world, as a means of bringing peace 
and hope into our lives, New York Dance and Arts Innovations dedicates its 
XVI Annual International Chopin and Friends Festival to the memory of Jan 
Karski - a hero and great humanitarian. The mission of New York Dance and 
Arts Innovations is to promote international artists, close cultural gaps as 
well as to make quality art available to the general public regardless of their 
economic standing. Thus with this mission in mind the XVI Annual Interna-
tional Chopin and Friends Festival aims to bridge cultural gaps and spark 
acceptance and peace amongst people of all walks of life. The festival will 
commence on October 25th, 2014 with a Gala Concert of DuoKlaviatarre at 
the Consulate General of the Republic of Poland. On behalf of the board of di-
rectors of New York Dance and Arts Innovations, I would like to thank Consul 
General of the Republic of Poland Ewa Junczyk – Ziomecka for her ongoing 
support and sponsorship of the festival as well as for taking on the duties 
of the Honorary Patron of the festival and welcoming us to the beautiful sa-
loons of the Consulate.  Artistic endeavors such as this would not be possi-
ble without the generosity of our sponsors to whom we are extremely grate-
ful. Thanks to their support and generosity this year’s Festival will include 
performances by pianist Nina Kuzma-Sapiejewska, Duo Klaviatarre, Poet 
Henryk Jakubowski, visual artists Ismena Halkiewicz and Franciszek Kulon 
just to mention a few. I hope that you will join us for the events of the XVI In-
ternational Chopin and Friends festival and help us celebrate cultural unity, 
peace and hope. Together we can make change happen, peace starts with us.  

Sincerely yours,
Marian Zak
President of NYDAI 

HONORARY PATRON:
The Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in New York
Consul General, 
Ewa Junczyk-Ziomecka

Anna Żak,  Secretary

Agnieszka Żak-Moskal, Ed.D., Executive Director

Waldemar Piasecki, Media & Communications Director

Brian Manning, Graphic Design

Ismena Halkiewicz, Cover Artwork
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Gala Concert
Variations on a Nursery Rhyme
When: 
Sat, October 25, 2014 at 8 PM

Please arrive at 7 PM for better seats

*Free Admission

Where: 

Consulate General of the 

Republic of Poland

233 Madison Avenue (Jan Karski corner)

New York, NY 10016

New York Premiere Performance of Variations on a Nursery Rhyme
By Duo Klavitarre

DuoKaviatarre
Jolanta Ziemska – piano
Maciej Ziemski –guitar

Astor Piazzolla (1921 - 1992 )      -  Oblivion      
  
Astor Piazzolla ( 1921 – 1992 )   -  Libertango 
                               
Fryderyk Chopin ( 1810 – 1849 ) –  Nokturn Es-Dur  Op. 9 nr 2     

Owen Middleton  ( 1941)    -    Variations on a Nursey

Fryderyk Chopin ( 1810 – 1849 ) – Mazurek g-moll Op.24 Nr.1

Luigi Boccherini  (1743 – 1805 )  -  Introduction and Fandango  

Fryderyk Chopin ( 1810 –1849 ) The Maiden’s Wish, Op 74 Nr1 

Johann Kaspar Mertz  ( 1806 – 1856 )  - Divertissement na motywach z 
opery "Rigoletto"                                                  
                                                                  Giuseppe Verdi’ego Op.60        

Fryderyk Chopin ( 1810 – 1849 )  – Walc cis-moll     Op. 64 nr2       

Gerhard Schwertberger  ( 1941 - 2014 ) -   Cuatro piezas para dos         
                                                                 - Moderato
                                                                 - Lento
                                                                 - Tango Tempo
                                                                 - Vivo

Vittorio Monti  ( 1868-1922 )   Czardas       

Roland Dyens ( 1955 )   Tango en skai

Mr. Owen Middleton, composer and his wife, Anne plan to attend the first 
New York performance of his composition, Variations on a Nursery Rhyme 
for guitar and piano. This piece will be performed by Duo Klavitarre, the 
husband and wife duo, Maciej (guitar) and Jolanta (piano) Ziemski The con-
cert will be held the Polish Embassy, Madison Avenue in New York City, Oc-
tober 25, at 8 p.m. This performance is the premiere concert for the annual, 
Chopin and Friends Festival for 2014. The couple,  Duo Klavitarre, who are 
originally from Poland, are currently teaching at the Music Conservatory in 
Bremen, Germany and are touring the Eastern United States this Fall sea-
son. They have performed the Variations piece many times before in several 
European venues and have recorded it on their most recent CD Album avail-
able for download at I-tunes and other outlets. Mr. Middleton has dedicated 
this piece to Duo Klavitarre for their Championing of it and their brilliant per-
formance of it. Mr. Middleton holds the performers in high esteem and con-
siders them to be incomparable to any ensemble of that type in the world; 
So much so, he has written a second composition for them,  Variations on a 
Polish Folk Song to be premiered at a future date. Duo Klavitarre has toured 
in the United States several times before but this performance will be their 
first New York City performance as well as the New York City premiere per-
formance of Variations on a Nursery Rhyme. Also in attendance will be the 

recently bereaved widow of Mr. Patrick O’Brien, professor of Ancient Instru-
ments and Literature at The Julliard School. This concert was to be a re-
union for Patrick and his wife, Mary and Owen and Anne, all old friends.  In 
fact, Mr. O’Brien and Mr. Middleton had known each other and kept in contact 
since Mr. Middleton lived in New York in the Nineteen- sixties, a friendship 
of over forty years cut short by Mr. O’Brien’s untimely death in August of 
this year.

Some of Mr. Middleton’s more famous pieces for the guitar were written 
during his life in New York: Suite for Solo Guitar, Harlequinade, Victorian 
Song still performed today and still in print. Middleton’s music for guitar is 
an important part of his overall output as a composer, but by no means his 
only credits. 

Owen Middleton is prize- and award-winning composer, and the subject of 
two doctoral dissertations, one, An American Original: Guitar Music of Owen 
Middleton, by Dr. Gregory Newton at UCLA and another by Dr. Barton Moreau 
at Arizona State University, Selected Works for Piano by Owen Middleton 
with Recording.  Mr. Middleton specializes in innovative guitar compositions, 
as well as virtuoso piano music, choral, orchestral, and chamber music. His 
guitar works can be heard around the world, including recently at the In-
ternational Guitar Festival in Poland, as well as Wigmore Hall in London 
and Carnegie Hall in New York. A professor of music, music theory, com-
position, piano, and guitar for forty years, he's lectured across the United 
States including Florida, New York, Pennsylvania, California, North Carolina, 
Kentucky and Alabama.  As a performance artist, he's performed guitar 
concerts at colleges, universities, radio, and television.  His music has been 
published by notable music companies including Belwin-Mills (NY), Edition 
Daminus (Germany), The Guitar Foundation of America, Boosey & Hawkes 
Canada, Lathkill Music (UK), and Gemini Records (UK). Recent published CDs 
include Millennium Crossing: Jerry Alan Bush Performing Piano Music by 
Owen Middleton; Original Music for Guitar: A 1987 Recording Revisited; and 
Merry Christmas from Owen Middleton, Guitarist Performing Sacred Carols. 
Some of his compositions may be heard at owenmiddleton.wordpress.com 
and on I-Tunes and other outlets.

Now retired after fifty years of teaching. Mr. Middleton lives near Asheville, 
North Carolina with his wife, Anne and his cat, Buddy. His hobby is playing 
jazz piano and reading. A former athlete in his younger days he follows col-
lege and pro football on television and, also college baseball. He proudly 
wears his FSU 2013 BCS Football National Championship hat! Mr. Middleton 
studied piano, string bass and music composition at Florida State Univer-
sity and classical guitar in New York City with noted author, composer and 
teacher, Alexander Bellow.

DuoKlavitarre
DuoKlavitarre - the two strong music personali-
ties compliment one another extremely well and 
offer instrumental virtuosity coupled with spon-
taneity and excellent interaction. The unusual 
combination of instruments as well as surprising 
arrangements promise an exciting and diverse 
Programme.
Their repertoire includes Baroque, Classic, Ro-
mantic and Modern pieces. With their own ar-
rangements of works from Chopin, Piazzolla, Tans-
man, Bach and Mozart, the two Musicians bring an 
amazing development to the music world. Their 

brilliance, together with their stage experience in various countries : in Po-
land, Bulgaria, Spain, Romania, Italy, Denmark, Belgium, Germany, Spain, 
Czech Republic, Austria, Venezuela, Canada, USA and South Korea, offers a 
polished and lively interpretation combined with astounding sound.
They used to be also artistic directors of The International Guitar Festival in 
Grotniki \ Poland and Jaroslaw \Poland. And now they are the organisers 
of the International Guitar Chamber  Festival in Bremen, Germany ( Han-
seatischer Musikpreis Kammermusik mit Gitarre ), and directors of the own 
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Music School ConTakte also in Bremen.
Jolanta Ziemska and Maciej Ziemski are not only a married couple but also 
a successful musical Duo, whose country of origin is Poland. As the Duo 
Klavitarre, Jolanta, the Pianist, and Maciej, the Guitarist, have been perform-
ing together for twelve years. Both Artists graduated with Awards from the 
Music Academy in Lodz, Poland, Jolanta under the guidance of Prof.Tadeusz 
Chmielewski and ad. Joanna Kaczmarska, Maciej under the guidance of 
Prof. Jerzy Nalepka, where they found romance and discovered their joint 
love of playing music.

Jolanta Ziemska is very busy doing concerts, as a soloist, as a part of a 
chamber ensemble, and as soloist accompanied by an orchestra. Her rep-
ertoire includes pieces by F.Chopin, but also S.Rachmaninow, A.Skriabin, 
K.Szymanowski, J.S.Bach, D.Scarlatti, L.van Beethoven, C.Debussy, M.Ravel 
and many other composers. She participated in numerous master classes, 
under the guidance of world - renowned pianists. Jolanta Ziemska took part 
in national and international competitions .
Jolanta Ziemska performed in many countries like Germany, Spain, France, 
Italy, USA, Canada, Denmark, Bulgaria and in many places in Poland, includ-
ing the birthplace of F.Chopin in Zelazowa Wola. She was recorded for Radio 
and Television.

Maciej Ziemski was also the winner of the scholarship issued by the Minis-
ter of Culture and Art. M.Ziemski completed his post-graduate work at the 
Hochschule für Künste (University of Music) in Bremen in Germany. He was 
part of the guitar class by Jens Wagner and Prof. Bernard Hebb. And af-
ter that he was a maestro student (Konzertexamen) also in Bremen in the 
class of Prof. Bernard Hebb. As a maestro student received the scholarship 
granted by the German foundation KAAD.

M. Ziemski is the winner of the many national and international competi-
tions.  As a solist and a member of chamber ensemble, Maciej Ziemski par-
ticipated in many professional courses ( in Poland, Germany, USA, Spain and 
Czech Republic ), mastering his skills with the most renowned teachers in 
the world :, A. Pierri, M. Troester, Z .Dukic, P.Steidl, G. Abiton, A. Desiderio, 
M.Tröster, P. Henry, T. Sasaki, C. Marchione and many more. 
Maciej Ziemski makes recording for TV and Radio, holds guitar master 
classes in many cities and participates as a judge in many guitar competi-
tions.
He used to be the assistant at the University of Music in Lodz, Poland. Cur-
rently he is a lecturer (docent) at the University of Music in Bremen.

Jan Karski Year is the last year of the four-year 
program “Jan Karski. Unfinished Mission,” held un-
der the Honorary Patronage of the President of the 
Republic of Poland Bronisław Komorowski.

The centennial of the birth of Jan Karski marks the 
high point of this four-year program of the Polish 
History Museum, which began in October, 2010. On 
December 6, 2013, the Sejm of the Republic of Po-
land (the lower chamber of the Polish parliament) 
declared 2014 to be Jan Karski Year.

 

Before the outbreak of World War II on September 1, 1939, Jan Karski 
was a Polish reserve officer and a junior diplomat with large ambitions 
and a bright future. On September 17, 1939, Soviet forces invaded his 
country from the east, and Karski’s life was sent careening in a new 
direction. Rounded up along with thousands of Polish officers, police-
men and leading citizens from the eastern part of his country, he was 
being sent to his certain death at Katyn Forest when he managed his 
first escape. Posing as an enlisted man, he fled Soviet captivity and 
returned to the German Nazi-occupied part of Poland.

Before long, Karski became a courier for the Polish Underground re-
sistance where he played a large and remarkable role in the struggle 
for his country, putting his life on the line numerous times. After being 
tortured by the German Nazis, he attempted suicide, but later contin-
ued his mission of smuggling information out of Poland to the Polish 
Government in Exile, first in France and later in England. On his return 
trips to Poland, he would return with orders and information for the 
Underground government. Drawing on his photographic memory, he 
delivered the Polish Government in Exile’s orders for merging a full-
fledged Underground state into the country’s already strong military 
resistance.

On one of his many courageous missions, an unshaven Karski twice 
infiltrated Warsaw’s Jewish Ghetto to witness its horrors (including 
starvation and despair). An especially gruesome spectacle was watch-
ing young Nazi soldiers hunt down Jewish children for sport. Karski 
subsequently posed as a Ukrainian guard at the Izbica transit camp to 
witness Jews being herded onto train cars, to be sent to their deaths.

After his final mission from Poland, Karski was ordered to spread the 
word in the West about what he’d seen. In addition to detailed written 
reports, he personally delivered his eyewitness account – and urgent 
appeal for intervention – to British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden 
and later President Franklin Roosevelt in the White House. He pleaded 
with both leaders to stop the Holocaust. Sadly, his message largely fell 
on deaf ears.

In addition to meeting with Roosevelt, he met with Supreme Court Jus-
tice Felix Frankfurter, a close friend of the president. Karski remem-
bers Frankfurter’s reaction: “‘Mr. Karski,’ he says emphatically, ‘A man 
like me talking to a man like you must be totally frank. So I must say: I 
am unable to believe in what I have just heard, in all the things that you 
have just told me.’ ”

Once in America, Karski was assigned by the Polish Government in 
Exile to write his account. Improbably, his book, Story of a Secret State, 
was published in 1944 in the United States and became an overnight 
best-seller, being picked as a Book of the Month Club selection and 
selling 400,000 copies. This opened the door for Karski to conduct an 
extensive speaking tour throughout the United States and Canada, in-
fluencing public opinion.

2014: Jan Karski Year
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Admiring the Great Masters

Opening of the Exibition:
Ismena Halkiewicz and Franciszek Kulon

Where: 

Polish Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
(b/w Manhattan Ave & McGuinness Blvd)
Brooklyn, NY 11222

When: 
Friday, November 7, 2014  at 7PM. 
*Free Admission

FRANCISZEK C. KULON; a passionate, forceful painter, 
Kulon is influencing art through his striking ability to 
capture emotionalism on canvas.  His artwork uniquely 
captures the spirit and soul of the subject painted.  Ku-
lon's brush strokes, through communication of color, bal-
ance and technique, make his paintings extraordinarily 
remarkable.  While often controversial, his work ranges 
in style from "modern realism with surreal elements," 
to impressionism, to abstract.  Even his abstracts stay 

within the bonds of visual credibility no matter how much he modifies the 
appearances of persons or things.  In all his paintings, Kulon holds to the 
conviction that the direct connection between the artist and the subject is 
the vitalizing element of painting.  Kulon was born in Sanok, Poland, and 
developed his skills in the traditional manner, studying with masters such 
as Bronislaw Naczas, Edward Kiferling, Marian Kruczek, and Michal Bylina.  
Today, Kulon lives in the Catskills, not far from New York City, and paints 
subject matter that moves his sensitive nature.  This can result in sublime-
ly executed portraits and landscapes.  However, his art often deals with the 
poverty, cruelty and pathos of human existence which, according to Kulon, 
has been degraded through social forces beyond individual human control.  
His paintings have become part of museum, gallery, and private collections 
in Europe, Asia, and the United States. 

http://kulon.us

FRANCISZEK C. KULON

FRANCISZEK C. KULON

FRANCISZEK C. KULON

FRANCISZEK C. KULON

FRANCISZEK C. KULON

FRANCISZEK C. KULON

FRANCISZEK C. KULON

FRANCISZEK C. KULON
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Ismena Halkiewicz  - “My work deals with exploration of and recall of my 
memories. Through my art I try to construct images that I have observed 
in my past and materialize them back again on the canvas. The canvas 
becomes my mind's mirror; it becomes a visual document of my perception 
of where I was and what I have seen. Through colors, I create a special lan-
guage that gives emotions to my memories and my paintbrush becomes a 
tool with which I give shape and texture to my images. Seeing my memo-
ries on the canvas, outside of myself, gives me comfort for I know that my 
memories will not be forgotten. By putting my memories outside of myself, 
on the canvas, I become more intimate with the viewer because my work 
becomes part their memory, a part of their subconscious mind.”

Ismena Halkiewicz studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow, Po-
land for five years. Ismena was chosen as the best student to exchange 
intercollegiate and did a semester abroad in Nuremberg, Germany.  She 
received a Master of Fine Arts, specializing in Oil on Canvas. However she 
is flexible and uses a broad range of materials, including experimenting 
with mixed media, acrylics and others.  

The works of El Greco, Chagall, Matisse and Picasso resonate in her work. 
Ismena did not simply want to mimic other styles and so she created her 
own, heavily influenced by Impressionism and Surrealism. Every portrait 
is different. Sometimes her clients know exactly how they want to be por-
trayed and other times she takes initiative and find their particular nature 
through observation and dialogue.  Ismena investigates thoughtfully at 
how she can best represent her subjects, whether it’s through color, style, 
and what symbols to use. She gets to know their character, their ambitions, 
personal interests, and preferences in life. 

When Ismena arrived to New York, she was able to quickly adapt and 
adjust to the atmosphere of the city. It was there where she painted, if not 
on canvas, then on the walls as murals, furniture or even a car. She em-
phasizes that your creativity and imagination can translate onto different 
innovative forms. When Ismena is not painting, she is involved in promot-
ing international art, music and other cultural values. 

Exhibits of her work include the Waterfall Mansion (New York, NY), the 
Andre Zarre Gallery (New York, NY), The Polish & Slavic Center (Brooklyn, 
NY), The International Book and Press Club (Bielsko-Biala, Poland); Gallery 
Gole Niebo, (Krakow; Poland), Town Hall Art Gallery (Larnaka, Cyprus); the 
Consulate General of Poland, (New York, NY); and the Kurier Plus Gallery 
(Brooklyn, NY); Skulski Gallery, (Clark, NJ); Art Space Fireplace (Brooklyn, 
NY); and the Bronxville Women’s Club (Bronxville, NY). Other shows include 
Spring Salon of Art, Palace of Art (Krakow; Poland) the Nuremberg-Krakow 
Exchange (Nuremberg, Germany), Norisch Halle (Nuremberg, Germany); 
the International Chopin and Friends Festival (New York, NY); the Art for 
Healing Gallery Center (New York, NY); The MAK Art Gallery (New York, NY); 
the Madison Square Garden Short Film Festival (New York, NY); and the 
Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America (New York, NY). Her work 
has been privately collected in several countries including Canada, Italy, 
France, Greece, Israel, Germany and Poland. 

Individual

2011 - Public Library, Greenpoint Brooklyn, NY 

2009 - Klimat Art Bar,  NYC

2008 - Klimat Art Bar,  NYC

2008 - Bronxville Women's Club,  Bronxville, NY

2008 - "Miasto Kobiet" Kurier Plus Gallery,  Brooklyn, NY

2008 - X International Chopin and Friends Festival, NYC

2008 - "Women" Fireplace Art Space Brooklyn, NY

2003 - Private residence, Riverdale, NY 

2002 - Art  for Healing Gallery Center, NYC

2001 - Consulate General of Poland, NYC

2000 - Skulski Art Gallery,  Clark, NJ

2000 - Art NIghts, Europa Club Gallery, Brooklyn, NY

1999 - Jazz Club "U Muniaka"  Krakow, Poland

1996 - Jazz Club "U Muniaka"  Krakow, Poland

1994 - Jazz Club "U Muniaka"  Krakow, Poland

1992 - Gallery "Gole Niebo", Krakow , Poland

1991 - Gallery of Three Paintings, ASP, Krakow , Poland

1990 - Town Hall Art Gallery, Larnaka, Cyprus

1987 - International Book and Press Club, Bielsko-Biala, Poland  

Group

2014 – “Attitudes,” Andre Zarre Gallery, NY

2012 – “How to Live With Art,” Waterfall Mansion, NY

2011 - "Aspects of the Real,” Andre Zarre Gallery, NY

2011 - "Undeniable Tendencies,” New Century Artists Gallery, NY

2010 - "Sztuka pod choinke," Kurier Plus Gallery, Brooklyn, NY

2010 - "Six x Six" Gallery, NY

2010 - "Come as You are," City Lights Gallery, Bridgeport, CT

2009 - Aukcja "Sztuka pod choinke" Kurier Plus Gallery,  Brooklyn, NY

2008 - "The Art of Polish New Yorkers" SWAP Dom Weterana, NY

2005 - Mak Atr Gallery, NY

2003 - Art for Healing Gallery Center, NY

2003 - Polish Cultural Festival, Polish & Slavic Center, Brooklyn ,NY

2000 - 2nd International Chopin and Friends Festival, NY

2000 - Connecticut Ballet Center, Stamford, CT

!999 - International Chopin and Friends Festival, NYC

1997 - "Nuremberg- Cracow Exchange",Arsenal, Krakow, Poland

1997 - "Nuremberg - Cracow Exchange", Norish Halle, Nuremberg, Ger-
many

1996 - Spring Salon of Art, Palace of Art, Krakow, Poland

1994 - Spring Salon of Art, Palace of Art, Krakow, Poland

1991 - "Nienazwane" Polish National Review of Student Graphics, Krakow, 
Poland

1989 - Exhibition of art donated by the graduates and professors from the 
High School of Art, Bielsko-Biala, Poland

ISMENA HALKIEWICZ ISMENA HALKIEWICZ
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For Henryk Jakubowski, the Polish-American poet, 
creativity of romantic expression combined with aes-
thetic elegance constitutes the essence of his talent. 
Being at ease with the verse and prose, the writer re-
shapes his individual style conveying his vast educa-
tion and extensive interests. Born into the family of a 
Polish-American father and Polish mother in Lidzbark 

Welski, situated at the edge of Mazurian Lakes in Poland, Henryk has been 
drawn from an early age  into the visual arts, literature and music. The 
landscape of the beautiful lakes, green fields and wild forests, legends and 
saga heard throughout the region, inspired the young apprentice to find 
his own path. There Henryk got entranced with the mysterious world of 
ancient civilizations: the Greeks, the Romans, the Egyptians. After receiving 
his High School diploma in his hometown, Henryk set himself off on a life 
journey to study the classics, starting at the University of Warsaw, where 
he pursued the five year study of the Mediterranean Archaeology under the 
guidance of the eminent Professor Kazimierz Michalowski, graduating with 
a Master of Arts degree (incidentally, the title of his master thesis was “The 
Politics and Religion of Constantine The Great, illustrated in his Coinage”) 
and continuing further at different London Museums and at the Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem. These several years in Jerusalem turned out 
to be extremely fruitful, as Henryk was invited to work as a professional 
archaeologist at various excavations at Golan Heights, Negev Desert, Sinai 
Peninsula and at Cesarea Maritime.

The Classical studies evoked many interests in the future poet: literature, 
theater, photography, painting, sculpture and classical music; to all of these 
forms of art Henryk devoted most of his life.

New York was going to be the next point of interest for Henryk, the side 
where he could integrate all the arts.

In New York, Henryk developed his own business within the medical field. 
New York, being the mecca of the arts, gave Henryk the opportunity to 
participate in artistic events from the most Off-Off galleries and theatres 
to the Metropolitan Opera and New York Philharmonic. Haydn, Mozart, 
Beethoven, Brahms, Mahler, Ravel, Arvo Part, Phillip Glass, Gorecki and 
Penderecki – Henryk’s favorite composers, inspire his new passion: poetry 
and prose, which he has been pursuing since eight months. 

Henryk has been happily married to Hanna, who is a Russian language 
expert and translator and certainly his poetic inspiration. They have two 
sons, both medical doctors, and two grandchildren.

Nina Kuzma-Sapiejewska is among the finest ex-
amples of today’s brilliantly talented and versatile mu-
sicians, recognized internationally as a true master of 
the keyboard. The New York Times calls her “an expert 
on Chopin,” “absolutely first rate” writes The Washing-
ton Star. The Washington Post describes her recital as 
“electrifying performance” and the Toronto’s 

Globe and Mail features an article entitled “Tenderly Warm Bach.” The 
Greek newspaper Makedonia comments “a pianist of international scale” 
and the Polish Gazeta Krakowska says “she is a virtuoso.” The Swiss 
Solothurner Zeitung praises her concert “the assets of this Polish pianist 
not only remind the meditative tone of Rubinstein, but also show the fiery 
temperament and virtuosity arousing enormous applause.”

Born in Warsaw, Poland, she received her formal education at the Music 
Lyceum in Bydgoszcz and graduated from the Academy of Music in Gdansk 
with Master’s Degree in Music. Her teacher was Prof. Lucjan Galon, an 
eccentric pianist, a pupil of Frederic Lamond, a Scottish virtuoso, who 
was a protégé of Franz Liszt and Johannes Brahms. Nina Sapiejewska 
continued her studies at the Juilliard School of Music in New York with 
Prof. Jacob Lateiner and Prof. Claus Adam of the Juilliard String Quartet 
as well as at Tanglewood, Aspen and Temple University Music Festivals 
with Prof. Claude Frank, Prof. Jeannine Dowis, Prof. Sasha Gorodnitzky and 
Prof. Sydney Foster. Additionally, she worked with Prof. Leon Fleisher in 
Baltimore, Prof. Eugene List in New York and Prof. Maria Curcio in London. 
She has been invited to perform as a recitalist and guest soloist with many 
symphony orchestras in America and in Europe. Her tours have taken her 
to Canada, Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Greece, 
Holland, Norway, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, 
Turkey, Egypt, and Greek and Turkish Cyprus.

Chopin, Mickiewicz, Jakubowski
Recital of Poetry and Music

Nina Kuzma-Sapiejewska – Pianist
Ewa Maria Wojcik - Poetry

Program
Frederic Chopin 

Polonaise in F-Sharp Minor Op. 44

Adam Mickiewicz 
Poem Hey, My Eyes will shine with Happiness

Frederic Chopin 
Prelude in F-Sharp Major Op. 28 No. 13

Henryk Jakubowski 
Poem O Jerusalem

Frederic Chopin
 Grande Valse In A-Flat Major Op. 42

Henryk Jakubowski 
Poem The Waltz

Frederic Chopin 
Prelude in G-Sharp Minor Op. 28 No. 12

Henryk Jakubowski
 Poem The Moon over the City

Frederic Chopin 
Etude in C-Minor Op. 24 No. 12

Fine

Ewa Maria Wojcik is a New York based actress from 
Larchmont, New York. She recently graduated from the 
Royal Central School of Speech and Drama in London 
with an MA in Classical Acting and previously received 
her BA in Theatre from Fordham University at Lincoln 
Center. 

New York credits include: Duchess of Gloucester/ Reigni-
er / Lady Grey in Hamlet Isn’t Dead’s Henry VI: Parts 1,2,3 
directed by Robin Rightmyer, Chorus/ Williams/ Monsieur 

le Fer in Henry V, directed by Padraic Lillis at The Gallery Players, A Ques-
tion of Time, directed by Kate Powers at Manhattan Rep Theatre, Lena/ 
Nina/ Sandra in Still Life, directed by Elizabeth Bove, Ravishing Carlos/ 
Ravishing Christina directed by Kate Gagnon, Helena/Snout in Midsummer 
Night's Dream directed by Nicole Schalmo, Emilia in Two Noble Kinsmen 
and Fury #2 in Aeschylus' The Eumenides, directed by James Jennings at 
the American Theatre of Actors, Lucy in Dracula by Mac Wellman, directed 
by Neil Robertson and presented by the Haberdasher Theater Co., Nicolas 
Chopin in Lullaby for Chopin at Il Piccolo Teatro; Mrs. Jones in Street 
Scene, directed by Barbara Bosch at The Kaye Playhouse, Rebekah in 
Baruch directed by Michael Goldfried, Kremlin in The Nets directed by Gaye 
Taylor Upchurch; Alexis Del Monte in Drawbridge directed by Kate Gagnon, 
and Corazon in The Wild Inside directed by Jackson Gay.

London credits: Calantha in The Broken Heart, directed by Ben Naylor, and 
Chorus/ Greta Garbo in Bacchai, directed by Zachary Dunbar

Her film credits include: The Expert, Choices, The Present, Roost,What 
Makes Jada Click?, and En Passant.

Ewa Maria plays the violin and speaks Polish and French fluently. For 
several years, Ewa Maria toured Poland presenting recitals of 19th century 
Romantic poetry in their original languages - Polish, English, French, Span-
ish, and Portuguese. 

Admiring the Great Masters
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Numerous classical, romantic and modern music presentations added 
some interesting features to this artist’s career as a recitalist: sixteen “All 
Chopin Recitals” at Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall, recitals at Town Hall 
in New York, The Kennedy Center, The National Gallery of Art in Washing-
ton D.C., The Glenn Gould Studio in Toronto, The Accademia Filharmonica 
Romana in Rome, The Royal Castle in Warsaw and many historic palaces, 
museums, universities and even the ships like the S/S France and the 
Queen Elizabeth II. She has recorded for most Radio and TV stations in 
Europe and WNYC in New York , and participated in many prestigious music 
festivals, creating among others the first Chopin & Friends Festival in New 
York in 1999. Wherever she performed, the reviews have been unanimous 
in their praise of her interpretive depth and technical brilliance particularly 
in the music of Chopin. She is an Artist in Residence of the New York Dance 
& Arts Innovations. Her repertory spans from Bach to Cowell but she pas-
sionately loves Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, Scriabin, Rachmaninoff, Debussy 
and Ravel. In 2008 Nina Sapiejewska and Jan Roszkowski – cellist formed 
a Chopin Duo. Koch Classics issued Nina Sapiejewska’s CD of Frederic Cho-
pin. The CD of Robert Schumann will soon be released. On January 1993 
Nina Sapiejewska received an award from the President of Council of the 
City of New York in recognition of her outstanding cultural achievements. 

In March 2009 The New York Times published a long article about the 
pianist and a slide and sound show: http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/01/
realestate/01Habi.html?_r=0

Charles Mansfield's sound has been compared to 
the likes of Neil Young, Frank Black and The Moun-
tain Goats. The past few years have seen Charles in 
New York playing clubs largely shoulder to shoulder 
with the Antifolk scene at Sidewalk Cafe, Goodbye 
Blue Monday and the rich house-show scene. Some-
times solo acoustic, sometimes with a full band. 
“Prettiest Face”, his fifth, was released June 6, 2014 
at Palisades in Brooklyn NY. Charles' mission is to 
keep writing, performing and recording to connect 
with as many people as pos sible through his music.

Ben Pagano

"Jazz/funk/space pioneer, wacked out keyboards, 
during which Mr. Pagano may seem transported 
to another world in order to find the notes....will 
definitely put you in the mood. One part jazz, one 
part space-rock, one part psychedelic. Prepare to 
be befuddled and mystified by the sounds that come 
out of this cherubic young man's mouth and mind."

Away 
https://benpagano.bandcamp.com/track/away-3

Woman In White 
https://benpagano.bandcamp.com/track/woman-in-white

Father 
https://benpagano.bandcamp.com/track/father-1993-2

Born Jan Kozielewski in 1914 in 
Lódż, Poland, a heterogeneous city 
composed of Polish Catholics, Pol-
ish Jews, Germans and Russians, he 
was the youngest of eight children in 
a Roman Catholic family. His father 
was a leather merchant. Young Kar-
ski studied law and diplomacy at the 
University of Lwow (Lviv).

After the war, choosing to remain in 
the United States rather than return 
to Communist Poland, he earned 
his Ph.D. at Georgetown University, 
where subsequently he taught in 
the School of Foreign Service for 40 
years. In 1965, he married Pola Ni-

renska, a Polish Jewish dancer whom he had first seen perform in 
London in 1938. In yet another tragedy in Karski’s life, his wife took 
her own life in 1992.

Initially loath to speak about his wartime experiences, wanting to put 
that horrific chapter behind him, ultimately, he had no choice but to 
speak out. “I have no other proofs, no photographs,” Karski wrote later 
in a memoir about witnessing Jews being sent to their deaths. “All I 
can say is that I saw it, and that it is the truth.” Half a century later, 
Karski told Maciej Kozlowski, author of the biography, The Emissary: 
The Story of Jan Karski. “I spent about an hour in that camp. I came 
out sick, seized by fits of nausea. I vomited blood. I had seen horrifying 
things there. Disbelief? You would not believe it yourself, if you saw it.”

In addition to Story of a Secret State, Karski also published The Great 
Powers and Poland, 1919-1945: From Versailles to Yalta, an insightful 
analysis of the politics of power. In 1982, Yad Vashem in Jerusalem 
awarded him the title of a Righteous Among the Nations, and the Israeli 
government declared him an Honorary Citizen in 1994, as did his na-
tive city of Lódż. He also was awarded two high honors from Poland, 
the Order of the White Eagle and the Virtuti Militari.

According to biographer Kozlowski, “There could hardly be another 
person who felt more deeply, painfully, and bitterly the expedient 
abandonment of Poland by the Allies in World War II. Jan Karski was 
a man who, tragically, had to feel that his own prodigious efforts on 
behalf of the Jews of Europe - and on behalf of his briefly independent 
native land - were an utter failure. Regarded as a hero in both Poland 
and Israel, his was a heroism not of triumphs but of extraordinary in-
tegrity and courage.”

Though the large ambitions and bright future of Jan Karski failed to 
place him on the course that he had imagined as a youth, he ended up 
playing an enormous role on the world stage, offering lessons to us all. 
His mission was courageous, his testimony powerful, the moral stan-
dards he set for himself and others of the highest order; indisputably 
he became humanity’s hero.

http://www.jankarski.net/en 

2014: Jan Karski Year
Continued
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Romantic Ballads and Lyrics
Where: 
Polish Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
(b/w Manhattan Ave & McGuinness Blvd)
Brooklyn, NY 11222

When: 
Fri. November 14, 2014 at 7PM

*Free Admission

Romantic Ballads and Lyrics

Chopin, Zarebski, Michalowski, Szymanowski,
Mickiewicz, Kasprowicz, Jakubowski

Recital of Poetry and Music

Nina Kuzma-Sapiejewska – Pianist
Ewa Maria Wojcik - Poetry

Program
Frederic Chopin 

Polonaise in A-Flat Major Op. 53

Adam Mickiewicz 
Poem The Song of the Filarets

Juliusz Zarebski
 Conte Op. 27 No. 4

Henryk Jakubowski 
Poem Starry Night

Karol Szymanowski
 Mazurka In E-Minor Op. 50 No. 1

Jan Kasprowicz 
Poem Waligora’s Song – excerpt

Alexander Michalowski 
Prelude In B-Flat Minor

Adam Mickiewicz 
Poem Switez

Frederic Chopin 
Prelude in E-Major Op. 28 No. 9

Fine

PAWEŁ IGNATOWICZ QUARTET

Paweł Ignatowicz – guitars
Kuba Cichocki – piano, 
Edward Perez – bass 
Colin Stranahan – drums 

Paweł Ignatowicz Quartet performances deliver the essence of modern 
jazz with a newfound sound of the raw, untamed elements of Polish and 
worldwide traditional music.  A vast variety of my musical pieces are 
influenced by classical minimalism, acoustics as well as fusion. The unique 
blend of these compositions is skillfully framed into an array of guitar 
sound.
 
The guiding principle throughout my music is to engage the audience in a 
deeper understanding of different forms, styles and rhythms music can 
offer. I seek to enhance listeners sensitivity and draw particular attention to 
the distinct arrangement of tones, making their experience truly enchanting.

 
My own compositions as well as musical arrangements preformed and 
recorded on varies occasions are receiving a lot of attention. I'm not only 
gaining popularity and recognition among the public but also among my 
peers. 

Music is a constantly changing and evolving entity. It reinvents itself with 
every performance, with every artist, across cultures and time.
Today it is not the man that defines music, but the music defines the man.

Pawel Ignatowicz Quartet – Here And Now

Pawel Ignatowicz Quartet – Darkness At Noon

Pawel Ignatowicz Quartet – Open Skies

Pawel Ignatowicz Quartet - Predawn

 
PAWEŁ IGNATOWICZ

Guitarist, composer and music producer. Born 
December 20th, 1980 in Żywiec, Poland. Ever since 
his earliest years, he was surrounded by a multitude 
and variety of instruments. He grew up in a musical 

family that played music ranging from the folk music of the Highlanders 
of the Beskid Żywiecki region to New Orleans Dixieland Jazz. The son of a 
multi-instrumentalist, Paweł spent his whole childhood practicing playing 
the instruments. A graduate of Jazz Guitar at the University of Silesia, 
taught by an acclaimed jazz guitarist and professor Karol Ferfecki. Just 
after the graduation, he moved to New York, where he lives to this day. In 
his compositions, which could fall into the categories of straight ahead jazz 
and fusion, he combines a variety of elements ranging from Jimi Hendrix 
to the contemporary classical music of Steve Reich and Philip Glass. How-
ever, as he often says, music today can be divided into good and bad and it 
is the only reasonable division. He does not fit his music into any particular 
genre. Remaining open to new influences and trends, he wants to create 
musical spaces without the boundaries set by classification, placing em-
phasis on what is best in harmony and tone.
He has collaborated with many distinguished musicians, such as John 
Benitez (Chick Corea, Eddie Palmieri, John Scofield), Richie Cannata (Billy 
Joel, Celine Dion, Jennifer Lopez, the Beach Boys, Bernie Williams), Glenn 
Zaleski (Ravi Coltrane), Benito Gonzalez (Kenny Garrett), Luques Curtis 
(Gary Burton, Eddie Palmieri, Brian Lynch, Paquito D'Rivera), Dana Hawkins 
(Me'Shell Ndegéocello, Esperanza Spalding), Adam Baldych, Marek Dykta, 
Sławomir Jaskułke, Maciej Sikała, to name just a few.
 At the beginning of 2008, he released his first album entitled “Talk To You 
Later”. In 2011, he recorded the music score to a movie by Rafal Janus 
entitled “Double Breath”. Apart from these projects, Pawel is continuously 
active in pursuing his talent. He has composed a substantial number of 
solo recordings which can be found on his website.
Currently, he thrives and grows in New York City’s vibrant music scene but 
is also involved in numerous musical projects across the world.

Kuba Cichocki - Piano 

Before coming to New York City, Kuba Cichocki, played 
and recorded with some of the biggest names in Pol-
ish jazz: Michal Urbaniak, Urszula Dudziak, Zbigniew 
Namyslowski, Aga Zaryan, to name a few. He performed 
at many important jazz festivals in Poland, as well as 
Germany, Slovakia, Iceland, Ukraine, Czech Republic and 
Hungary.

For last couple years he has been active on the New York City music scene, 
working with various mainstream as well as avant-garde jazz groups. 
Among others, he has collaborated with 5-time Grammy Award winner, 
John Benitez. 

He has performed at New York music venues, such as: Shapeshifter Lab, 
Launch Pad, The Shrine, Something Jazz, Terraza 7, Spectrum, Silvana.

Continuing of the Exibition:
Ismena Halkiewicz and Franciszek Kulon
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 Edward Perez - Bass 

Hailed by Jazz Times magazine for his “great dexterity,” 
and cited by critic Thomas Conrad for his musicality, 
New York bassist and composer Edward Perez is sought 
by fellow musicians for his creativity and experience in 
a great diversity of musical styles. Perez’s bass lines 
have been the choice of a stunning array of bandlead-
ers including jazz vocal legend Mark Murphy, latin-jazz 
Grammy nominees Hector Martignon and Jane Bunnett, 

Colombian singer Lucia Pulido, trumpet virtuoso Joe Burgstaller of the 
Canadian Brass, and a host of modern jazz musicians including Martin 
Bejerano, Anat Cohen, Javier Vercher, Misha Piatigorsky, Francisco Mela, 
and Gilad Hekselman. 

Perez’s unique sound as a composer traces back to the combination of his 
grounding in modern jazz and straight ahead combined with insight on per-
cussion and traditional afro-latin music gleaned from his two years in Lima 
as well as his experience with latin jazz heavyweights of New York City. His 
second latest release, The Year of Two Summers, features his own com-
positions as played by Eli Degibri, Misha Piatigorsky, Willard Dyson, Arturo 
Stable, and guests Sofia Koutsovitis and Morris Cañate. Perez also directs 
Alcatraz, an afro-Peruvian band that has released a self-titled album and 
has performed throughout the northeastern US. 

As a sideman and bassist, Perez has performed in virtually all of New 
York’s most venerated jazz venues, including the Blue Note, Lincoln Center, 
Jazz Standard, Iridium, Dizzy's, Jazz Gallery, Zinc Bar, Smalls, Smoke, Fat 
Cat, Tonic, 55 Bar, and Nuyorican Poets Café. He has toured throughout 
Europe, South America, and Japan, including appearances in major jazz 
festivals such as Vitoria, Moers, and Palau de la Musica (Valencia), as well 
as world music festivals such as Stimmen and Rudolstadt. In addition to 
the aforementioned bandleaders, Perez has shared the stage or recorded 
with such jazz luminaries as Lee Konitz, Seamus Blake, Mark Turner, 
Kenny  Werner, Phil Woods, Lionel Loueke, and Perico Sambeat. 

Perez began studying bass and piano early, and by age 13, he was a mem-
ber of the symphony orchestra of his hometown in southern Texas. Two 
years later, he left to study music at the Interlochen Arts Academy in Michi-
gan, where he graduated as valedictorian, played in the school’s award 
winning big band (Downbeat Magazine 1994), and received recognition from 
the NFAA for jazz performance. Perez later studied applied mathematics 
at Harvard, graduating cum laude. In his collegiate years, he simultane-
ously got an education in jazz by playing frequently in Boston’s nightspots, 
including a stretch as the house bassist at Wally´s Jazz Cafe, repeatedly 
the winner of Best of Boston magazine´s award for best jazz club. 

Perez later moved to Lima, Peru, furthering his interests in a diversity of 
afro-latin musical styles and beginning a lifelong relationship with afro-
Peruvian music. In his two years in Lima, Perez performed frequently with 
many of the greatest musicians of the genre including percussionists Julio 
“Chocolate” Algendones and Juan Medrano Cotito as well as the revered 
guitarists Sergio Valdeos and Andrés Prado. He recorded on five albums in 
the course of a year, including the Latin Grammy Nominee "Peru Blue" by 
Pamela, and he worked as an arranger for singer Pilar de la Hoz and for 
Manongo Mujica’s band Tribal. Perez’s own afro-Peruvian/jazz fusion band, 
Meridiano 75, performed in Lima's international jazz festival 2004. Upon, 
moving to New York, Perez founded the group Alcatraz, a quintet which 
plays his arrangements of afro-Peruvian classics. 

Also active in education, Perez has worked as a private lesson instructor 
for the New School for Jazz and Contemporary Music in Manhattan, and his 
teaching experience also includes a year at the Indian Hill Music Center in 
Massachusetts, private lessons to improvisers on many instruments, and 
clinics and master classes in Austria, Peru, and various parts of the US. 

Constantly searching for new influences in music, Perez continues to 
explore different styles by working as a sideman with a great variety of 
groups, from avant-garde jazz to bluegrass and traditional Colombian 
music. He keeps his career firmly centered in contemporary jazz and latin 
jazz, and continues to tour and perform as a bandleader in New York.

 
Colin Stranahan - Drums 

Colin Stranahan has had a passion for music since he 
was a very young child. The son of a music/jazz educa-
tor, he has always been surrounded by music, most spe-
cifically jazz. His interest developed when he sat down at 
a drum set at age eight and was able to play. From that 
time forward, music has been his life focus and passion. 
He has sought out and followed every opportunity to 
learn about, listen to, play and write music. 

“The education in Denver was amazing. There were so many opportunities 
to learn from so many amazing musicians. Whether it was Ron Miles, Paul 
Romaine, Greg Gisbert, Joe Anderies, or my father, I was always playing 
and learning.” Colin was able to work on his music in great school pro-
grams since elementary school. He began gigging around the Denver area 
at the age of 11. Teaching himself to play the piano has enabled him to 
develop his ideas and emotions and express his passion through original 
compositions. He has released two records of his own on Capri Records 
“Dreams Untold’”, and “Transformation”. In 2001 Colin was accepted to 
the Denver School of the Arts. “Going to DSA changed my life. I am forever 
blessed to have been a part of such an amazing school. Not only did I grow 
as a musician, but as an artist. I was exposed to so many different ways of 
expressing ideas through many art forms. The people I was around every-
day were so talented and always growing.” 

Colin has received multiple recognitions and awards including In 2005 he 
was chosen to be a member of the Clifford Brown/Stan Getz Fellowship 
Jazz Combo who performed at IAJE in Long Beach and Miami, Florida as 
part of the National Foundation of the Advancement of the Arts honors. He 
was also a recipient of the prestigious Betty Carter Fellowship Residency 
program at the Kennedy Center, which recognizes outstanding young adult 
jazz composers. He is also a recipient of the Presidential Scholar in the 
Arts Award. Colin spent a year at the Brubeck Institute where he worked 
and studied with greats like, Greg Tardy, Lewis Nash, Matt Penman, Brian 
Lynch, Ravi Coltrane, and many more). He studied in New York, where he 
attended the New School University and had the great pleasure of studying 
with Ari Hoenig and Nasheet Waits. He is currently studying at the pres-
tigious Monk Institute in New Orleans, where Terence Blanchard, Herbie 
Hancock, and Wayne Shorter are directing him. While at the institute he has 
worked with, John Scofeild, Steve Coleman, Kurt Rosenwinkel, Lewis Nash, 
Benny Golsan, Ron Carter, Danilo Perez, Nicholas Payton, Brian Blade, Dave 
Holland, and many others. 

“Music is so important in our world today. My goal is to reach out to people, 
to connect with them. If I’m playing for 5 people or 1,000, my goal is to 
always touch people in some way. Music is so beautiful because not only 
do I get to express myself, but also the listener can interpret what they are 
hearing in any way. It’s about communication and sharing our stories with 
each other.” 

Colin currently performs, and tours with such artists as; Maria Neckam, 
Ben van Gelder, Lucas Pino, Brian Lynch, and David Binney.
  
Pawel Ignatowicz
 www.pawelignatowicz.com
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New York Dance & Arts Innovations, Inc.
127 West 78th Street, Suite 4, New York,NY 10024

www.nydai.org


